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EXPERT UNIT 3 (B2)

1. [You meet a saleswoman to discuss computers.] Do you like these new German computers? German computers ..... Yes, the instruction manual must be ready before April. I know. 4 ...... If you order online, we will install a free DVD player. 
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EXPERT UNIT 3 (B2)



Activity group(s): 2 Number of exercises: 284



Expert Unit 3a (24 activity (ies) 02:12:19) Keywords [11 word(s)] cheap computer to discuss (v.) discount each expensive to give (v.) money to pay (v.) too many too much



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1 Canadian French Italian Chinese Russian



2 Italian Canadian German Russian Chinese
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3 a computer a discount a saleswoman an export manager an accountant



4 money computers discounts products saleswomen



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



[You meet a saleswoman to discuss computers.] Do you like these new German computers? German computers are cheap. Computers from Germany are not expensive. These ones do not cost a lot of money.



2



That's true. That's true. That's true.



2 2 2



Do you like this Italian one? 3 3 3



It is too expensive. Computers from Italy are too slow. No, this one is too large.



3



Do you like these new ones from Canada? 4 4 4



Canadian computers cost too much money. These ones are too small. No, I prefer that Italian one.



4



Would you like to order our products? Yes, I'd like those German ones. I would like to order those German ones, please. Those German ones, please.
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Fine. Fine. Fine.



5 5 5
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5



How many German computers do you want? 100? 6 6 6



No, that's too many. 100 computers are too many. That's too many computers.



6



What about 70 German ones? That's not too many computers. 70 computers are not too many. Yes, that's not too many.



7



7 7 7



The German ones cost 800 dollars each. Oh, that's too much money. Eight hundred dollars is too much money. That's too much.



8



O.K. O.K. O.K.



8 8 8



Well, I can give you a discount of 100 dollars. Seven hundred dollars is not too much money to pay. A discount of one hundred dollars is great. Thank you.



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. expensive large slow



2



cheap small fast



Match the words from the dialogue with the related words on the right. German Italian Canadian



Germany Italy Canada



Sentence Pronunciation [24 sentence(s)] German computers are cheap. Computers from Germany are not expensive. These ones do not cost a lot of money. It is too expensive.
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Computers from Italy are too slow. No, this one is too large. Canadian computers cost too much money. These ones are too small. No, I prefer that Italian one. Yes, I'd like those German ones. I would like to order those German ones, please. Those German ones, please. No, that's too many. 100 computers are too many. That's too many computers. That's not too many computers. 70 computers are not too many. Yes, that's not too many. Oh, that's too much money. Eight hundred dollars is too much money. That's too much. Seven hundred dollars is not too much money to pay. A discount of one hundred dollars is great. Thank you.



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



[You meet a saleswoman to discuss computers.] Do you like these new German computers? German computers are cheap. Computers from Germany are not expensive. These ones do not cost a lot of money.



2



That's true. That's true. That's true.



2 2 2



Do you like this Italian one? 3 3 3



It is too expensive. Computers from Italy are too slow. No, this one is too large.



3



Do you like these new ones from Canada? 4 4 4



Canadian computers cost too much money. These ones are too small. No, I prefer that Italian one.



4



Would you like to order our products? Yes, I'd like those German ones. I would like to order those German ones, please. Those German ones, please.
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Fine. Fine. Fine.



5 5 5
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5



How many German computers do you want? 100? 6 6 6



No, that's too many. 100 computers are too many. That's too many computers.



6



What about 70 German ones? That's not too many computers. 70 computers are not too many. Yes, that's not too many.



7



The German ones cost 800 dollars each. Oh, that's too much money. Eight hundred dollars is too much money. That's too much.



8



7 7 7



O.K. O.K. O.K.



8 8 8



Well, I can give you a discount of 100 dollars. Seven hundred dollars is not too much money to pay. A discount of one hundred dollars is great. Thank you.



Key grammar explanations [4 grammar point(s)] 1



Demonstratives
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2



Placing the adjective



3



'Too' - 'Too much'
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4



Use of the pronoun 'one'



The Right Word with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



800 dollars is too much money. many more 'Too' - 'Too much'
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2



That's not too many computers. much more 'Too' - 'Too much'



3



How many German computers do you want? much more 'How much' - 'How many'



Grammar Practice [6 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (this / these) Italian computer



this Italian computer



(this / these) Canadian computers



these Canadian computers



(this / these) German product



this German product



(this / these) Italian saleswoman



this Italian saleswoman



(this / these) dollars



these dollars



(this / these) one



this one



(this / these) ones



these ones



Demonstratives



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (that / those) Italian one



that Italian one



(that / those) German one



that German one



(that / those) dollar



that dollar



(that / those) discount



that discount



(that / those) money



that money



(that / those) Canadian ones



those Canadian ones



(that / those) computers



those computers



Demonstratives
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3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (this / these) products



these products



(that / those) Canadian dollars



those Canadian dollars



(this / these) discounts



these discounts



(that / those) small computers



those small computers



(this / these) slow Italian computer



this slow Italian computer



(that / those) expensive one



that expensive one



(this / these) cheap German ones



these cheap German ones



Demonstratives



4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (this / these) one



this one



(that / those) ones



those ones



(this / these) ones



these ones



(that / those) one



that one



(this / these) ones



these ones



(that / those) ones



those ones



(this / these) one



this one



Demonstratives



5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I would like



I'd like



you would like



you'd like



he would like



he'd like



she would like



she'd like



I would like



I'd like



we would like



we'd like



they would like



they'd like



'Would like': expressing wishes
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Auxiliaries
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6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: he'd like



he would like



they'd like



they would like



he'd like



he would like



I'd like



I would like



we'd like



we would like



she'd like



she would like



you'd like



you would like



'Would like': expressing wishes



Auxiliaries



Sentence Practice [7 exercises] 1



Put the following phrases in the right order. Example: computers / these / large / are



These are large computers.



cheap / are / computers / they



They are cheap computers. They're cheap computers.



is / expensive / an / it / computer



It is an expensive computer. It's an expensive computer.



is / saleswoman / a / she / new



She is a new saleswoman. She's a new saleswoman.



Placing the adjective



2



Put the following phrases in the right order. Example: are / cheap / they



They are cheap.



is too / expensive / it



It is too expensive. It's too expensive.



too small / these / ones / are



These ones are too small.



computers / Germany / not / expensive / from / are



Computers from Germany are not expensive.



'Too' - 'Too much'
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Use of the pronoun 'one'
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3



Put the following phrases in the right order. Example: prefer / one / Italian / that / I Canadian / too slow / computers / are



Canadian computers are too slow.



this / is too / large / one



This one is too large. This one's too large.



too small / German / computers / are



German computers are too small.



'Too' - 'Too much'



4



I prefer that Italian one.



Placing the adjective



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Do you like these Canadian (computers)?



Do you like these Canadian ones?



Do you like this Italian (computer)?



Do you like this Italian one?



I would like to order those German (computers).



I would like to order those German ones. I'd like to order those German ones.



I prefer that Italian (computer).



I prefer that Italian one.



Use of the pronoun 'one'



5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Do you like these Canadian (computers)?



Do you like these Canadian ones?



These German (computers) cost 800 dollars each.



These German ones cost 800 dollars each. These German ones cost eight hundred dollars each.



Canadian (products) are cheap.



Canadian ones are cheap.



This (product) from Italy is too expensive.



This one from Italy is too expensive.



Use of the pronoun 'one'
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6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: 70 is not too (many / much) computers.



70 is not too many computers.



Italian computers cost too (many / much) money.



Italian computers cost too much money.



You are ordering too (many / much) computers.



You are ordering too many computers. You're ordering too many computers.



We have too (many / much) Canadian dollars.



We have too many Canadian dollars.



'Too' - 'Too much'



7



Reformulate as in the example. Example: 70 is not too (many / much) computers.



70 is not too many computers.



They are giving too (many / much) money.



They are giving too much money. They're giving too much money.



She wants too (many / much) dollars.



She wants too many dollars.



He's ordering too (many / much) German products.



He's ordering too many German products. He is ordering too many German products.



'Too' - 'Too much'



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



[You meet a saleswoman to discuss computers.] Do you like these new German computers? German computers are cheap. Computers from Germany are not expensive. These ones do not cost a lot of money. Yes, that's not too many. Those German ones, please. Sud hi-fi in Russia. A discount of one hundred dollars is great. Mr. Gordon in Accounting, please.
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That's true. That's true. That's true.



2 2 2



Fine.
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2



Do you like this Italian one? It is too expensive. Computers from Italy are too slow. No, this one is too large. 70 computers are not too many. Sud hi-fi in Russia. Export Manager. Mr. Gordon in Accounting, please. From Powervex in Great Britain.



3



4 4 4



Hold the line, please.



Would you like to order our products? Yes, I'd like those German ones. I would like to order those German ones, please. Those German ones, please. Can I talk to the Accounting Department, please? J-A-N-G. I'm Mr. Jang. Is Mr. Gordon there, please? My name is Beck.



5



Please hold.



Do you like these new ones from Canada? Canadian computers cost too much money. These ones are too small. No, I prefer that Italian one. Seven hundred dollars is not too much money to pay. Mr. Gordon in Accounting, please. I'm Mr. Jang. My name is Beck. I work in the Export Department.



4



3 3 3



Fine. Fine. Fine.



5 5 5



How many German computers do you want? 100? 6 6 6



No, that's too many. 100 computers are too many. That's too many computers. J-A-N-G. I'm Mr. Jang. My name is Beck. I'm calling from Quickyear in China. John Lopez.
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6



What about 70 German ones? That's not too many computers. 70 computers are not too many. Yes, that's not too many. Sud hi-fi in Russia. B-E-C-K. Export Manager. L-O-P-E-Z. Never mind.



7



Please hold.



The German ones cost 800 dollars each. Oh, that's too much money. Eight hundred dollars is too much money. That's too much. L-O-P-E-Z. Mr. Gordon in Accounting, please. John Lopez. J-A-N-G. Accountant.



8



7 7 7



O.K. O.K. O.K.



8 8 8



Hold the line, please.



Well, I can give you a discount of 100 dollars. Seven hundred dollars is not too much money to pay. A discount of one hundred dollars is great. Thank you. J-A-N-G. Sud hi-fi in Russia. Accountant. I work in the Export Department. Is Mr. Gordon there, please?



Hold the line, please. Hold the line, please.



Keywords [11 word(s)] agenda compromise hopefully indispensable objective printer problem quality to resolve (v.) solution to solve (v.)
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1 a meeting a camera a printer a week a manual



2 German American British French Japanese



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Good afternoon everybody. We have a lot on the agenda today. What's on the agenda today? O.K., which points do we need to discuss? Yes, what are today's objectives?



2



There is a major problem with the mini camera project. What kind of problem is it? Can we resolve it? Oh no, what's the problem?



3



2 2 2



3 3 3



I hope so.



Our German printers won't be able to deliver the camera's instruction manual on time. We need the instruction manual before April! The instruction manual is indispensable! Yes, the instruction manual must be ready before April.
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I know. I agree. I know.



4 4 4
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4



We need to find a solution to this problem quickly. 5 5 5



Yes, we must find a compromise quickly. We have to find a solution quickly. I agree, we need to solve this problem.



5



However, we also have a very tight budget! Yes, we mustn't go over the budget. We mustn't go over the budget. The budget is an important point as well.



6



6 6 6



We must also not compromise on quality! Quality is also very important! I agree, high quality is indispensable, too. True, we must not compromise on quality.



7



7 7 7



We need to discuss this with the printers. Yes, we have to discuss it with them. We need to discuss the problem with them. I think that's a very good idea!



8



Can someone call and organize a meeting for next week? I'll call them and organize a meeting for next week. Yes, I'll organize the meeting. Can you phone them, John?



9



8 8 8



9 9 9



Yes, of course.



We'll discuss the problem again next week. Hopefully, we'll have a solution before next week! Yes, after we speak to our German printers. I hope we can find a compromise before next week.



Yes. Me, too!



Sentence Pronunciation [27 sentence(s)] What's on the agenda today? O.K., which points do we need to discuss? Yes, what are today's objectives?
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What kind of problem is it? Can we resolve it? Oh no, what's the problem? We need the instruction manual before April! The instruction manual is indispensable! Yes, the instruction manual must be ready before April. Yes, we must find a compromise quickly. We have to find a solution quickly. I agree, we need to solve this problem. Yes, we mustn't go over the budget. We mustn't go over the budget. The budget is an important point as well. Quality is also very important! I agree, high quality is indispensable, too. True, we must not compromise on quality. Yes, we have to discuss it with them. We need to discuss the problem with them. I think that's a very good idea! I'll call them and organize a meeting for next week. Yes, I'll organize the meeting. Can you phone them, John? Hopefully, we'll have a solution before next week! Yes, after we speak to our German printers. I hope we can find a compromise before next week.



The Right Word with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



What's on the agenda today? compromise objective solution



2



We have a very tight budget. manual quality point



3



I hope we can find a compromise. come solve resolve



4



We have to find a solution quickly. resolve need compromise



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. tight major high
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loose minor low
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Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Good afternoon everybody. We have a lot on the agenda today. What's on the agenda today? O.K., which points do we need to discuss? Yes, what are today's objectives?



2



There is a major problem with the mini camera project. What kind of problem is it? Can we resolve it? Oh no, what's the problem?



3



3 3 3



I hope so.



Our German printers won't be able to deliver the camera's instruction manual on time. We need the instruction manual before April! The instruction manual is indispensable! Yes, the instruction manual must be ready before April.



4



2 2 2



I know. I agree. I know.



4 4 4



We need to find a solution to this problem quickly. 5 5 5



Yes, we must find a compromise quickly. We have to find a solution quickly. I agree, we need to solve this problem.



5



However, we also have a very tight budget! 6 6 6



Yes, we mustn't go over the budget. We mustn't go over the budget. The budget is an important point as well.



6



We must also not compromise on quality! 7 7 7



Quality is also very important! I agree, high quality is indispensable, too. True, we must not compromise on quality.
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7



We need to discuss this with the printers. 8 8 8



Yes, we have to discuss it with them. We need to discuss the problem with them. I think that's a very good idea!



8



Can someone call and organize a meeting for next week? I'll call them and organize a meeting for next week. Yes, I'll organize the meeting. Can you phone them, John?



9



9 9 9



Yes, of course.



We'll discuss the problem again next week. Hopefully, we'll have a solution before next week! Yes, after we speak to our German printers. I hope we can find a compromise before next week.



Yes. Me, too!



Sentence Practice [6 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We (must / have) to find a solution quickly.



We have to find a solution quickly.



They (must / have) to call the German printers.



They have to call the German printers.



We (must / have) deliver the instruction manual before April.



We must deliver the instruction manual before April.



The instruction manual (must / has) to be ready on time.



The instruction manual has to be ready on time.



'Must' - 'Have to'
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2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We must discuss the problem.



We have to discuss the problem.



You must find a compromise.



You have to find a compromise.



He must solve the problem.



He has to solve the problem.



We must organize a meeting.



We have to organize a meeting.



'Must' - 'Have to'



3



Make the following sentences negative. Example: We must discuss the problem.



We mustn't discuss the problem.



I must find a solution.



I mustn't find a solution. I must not find a solution.



She must go over the budget.



She mustn't go over the budget. She must not go over the budget.



He must compromise on quality.



He mustn't compromise on quality. He must not compromise on quality.



'Must' - 'Have to'



4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We need to discuss the problem.



We have to discuss the problem.



They need to print an instruction manual.



They have to print an instruction manual.



He needs to find a compromise.



He has to find a compromise.



I need to solve the problem.



I have to solve the problem.



'Must' - 'Have to'
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5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We have a very tight budget. (too)



We have a very tight budget, too.



Quality is very important. (also)



Quality is also very important.



The budget is an important point. (also)



The budget is also an important point.



Quality is indispensable. (too)



Quality is indispensable, too.



'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too'



6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We have a very tight budget. (also)



We also have a very tight budget.



We need the instruction manual before April. (too)



We need the instruction manual before April, too.



We need to discuss the problem with them. (also)



We also need to discuss the problem with them.



We need to find a solution to this problem. (also)



We also need to find a solution to this problem.



'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too'



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too'
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2



'Must' - 'Have to'
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Grammar Practice [4 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to have to) find



I have to find



you (to have to) discuss



you have to discuss



she (to have to) solve



she has to solve



we (to have to) resolve



we have to resolve



it (to have to) be



it has to be



I (to have to) organize



I have to organize



they (to have to) find



they have to find



'Must' - 'Have to'



2



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I must (to find)



I must find



we must (to solve)



we must solve



they must (to discuss)



they must discuss



she must (to deliver)



she must deliver



it must (to be)



it must be



I must (to have)



I must have



you must (to need)



you must need



'Must' - 'Have to'
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3



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to need) to find



4



I need to find



she (to need) to agree



she needs to agree



I (to need) to call



I need to call



he (to need) to discuss



he needs to discuss



we (to need) to resolve



we need to resolve



they (to need) to compromise



they need to compromise



you (to need) to deliver



you need to deliver



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I (must / need) to find



I need to find



you (must / need) agree



you must agree



she (must / needs) to deliver



she needs to deliver



they (must / need) to discuss



they need to discuss



we (must / need) compromise



we must compromise



he (must / needs) to resolve



he needs to resolve



I (must / need) find



I must find



'Must' - 'Have to'



Mystery Phrase [2 exercises] 1



Instructions on how to use a product. manual



2



People who print the manuals. printers



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Good afternoon everybody. We have a lot on the agenda today. 2 2 2



What's on the agenda today? O.K., which points do we need to discuss? Yes, what are today's objectives?
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2



There is a major problem with the mini camera project. What kind of problem is it? Can we resolve it? Oh no, what's the problem?



3



Our German printers won't be able to deliver the camera's instruction manual on time. We need the instruction manual before April! The instruction manual is indispensable! Yes, the instruction manual must be ready before April.



4



3 3 3



I hope so.



I know. I agree. I know.



4 4 4



We need to find a solution to this problem quickly. Yes, we must find a compromise quickly. We have to find a solution quickly. I agree, we need to solve this problem.



5



5 5 5



However, we also have a very tight budget! Yes, we mustn't go over the budget. We mustn't go over the budget. The budget is an important point as well.



6



6 6 6



We must also not compromise on quality! 7 7 7



Quality is also very important! I agree, high quality is indispensable, too. True, we must not compromise on quality.



7



We need to discuss this with the printers. 8 8 8



Yes, we have to discuss it with them. We need to discuss the problem with them. I think that's a very good idea!
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8



Can someone call and organize a meeting for next week? I'll call them and organize a meeting for next week. Yes, I'll organize the meeting. Can you phone them, John?



9



9 9 9



Yes, of course.



We'll discuss the problem again next week. Hopefully, we'll have a solution before next week! Yes, after we speak to our German printers. I hope we can find a compromise before next week.



Yes. Me, too!



Expert Unit 3b (22 activity (ies) 02:19:23) Keywords [12 word(s)] delay glad instruction manual launch minutes on time option partner to postpone (v.) relieved to work out (v.) to write up (v.)



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [1 exercises] 1 an instruction manual a printer a camera a meeting a week
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Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



[You have a meeting with your boss after talking with the German printers.] Hello, thank you for coming. You're welcome. We have a lot to discuss. I hope we can work this problem out.



2



That's right. That's right. That's right.



3 3 3



As you know, we have a problem with the instruction manual. Our German printers can't print it on time. Yes, our partners can't print it on time. Unfortunately, our printers can't print it on time.



3



Me, too!



2 2 2



We originally wanted the camera on the market by August. Maybe we could postpone the launch? Could we postpone the launch? Is it possible to change the launch date?



4



I don't really want to postpone the launch, but I think that's our only option! Unfortunately, I think we'll have to postpone the launch. Will we have to change the launch date, then? When are we going to launch it, then?



5



4 4 4



I'm afraid so. Yes.



5 5 5



We will now launch it in September. 6 6 6



A September launch will give us time to solve the problem. Yes, that gives us more time to work out the problem. That will give us a lot more time to finish the camera.



6



Do you think one month will be enough? That will give us plenty of time. One month will make all the difference! An extra month is going to help a lot.
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Excellent! Excellent! Excellent!



7 7 7
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7



Could someone write up the minutes for this meeting? I can write up the minutes. Yes, I can write up the minutes. Sabrina, could you write up the minutes?



8



I think so. I think so. I think so.



9 9 9



I'm relieved we worked that out! Yes, we found a good compromise. A one-month delay is a good compromise. We found a good compromise.



9



Yes, of course.



8 8 8



Thank you all very much for coming. You're welcome, David! I'm glad we resolved the problem. That's O.K., I'm glad we worked it out.



Me, too! Me, too!



Sentence Pronunciation [27 sentence(s)] You're welcome. We have a lot to discuss. I hope we can work this problem out. Our German printers can't print it on time. Yes, our partners can't print it on time. Unfortunately, our printers can't print it on time. Maybe we could postpone the launch? Could we postpone the launch? Is it possible to change the launch date? Unfortunately, I think we'll have to postpone the launch. Will we have to change the launch date, then? When are we going to launch it, then? A September launch will give us time to solve the problem. Yes, that gives us more time to work out the problem. That will give us a lot more time to finish the camera. That will give us plenty of time. One month will make all the difference! An extra month is going to help a lot. I can write up the minutes. Yes, I can write up the minutes. Sabrina, could you write up the minutes? Yes, we found a good compromise. A one-month delay is a good compromise. We found a good compromise. You're welcome, David! I'm glad we resolved the problem. That's O.K., I'm glad we worked it out.
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The Right Word with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1



I hope we can work this problem out. launch postpone change



2



Maybe we could postpone the launch? launch write resolve



3



Yes, I can write up the minutes. launch find work



4



We found a good compromise. printers options minute



5



A one-month delay is a good compromise. extra dollar time



6



Maybe we could postpone the launch? are have were



Sentence Practice [4 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Can you write up the minutes?



Could you write up the minutes?



Can we postpone the launch?



Could we postpone the launch?



Can you print it on time?



Could you print it on time?



Can we change the launch date?



Could we change the launch date?



Modal auxiliaries
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2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Can you write up the minutes?



Could you write up the minutes?



Can he give us time to solve the problem?



Could he give us time to solve the problem?



Can we work the problem out?



Could we work the problem out?



Can they find a compromise?



Could they find a compromise?



Modal auxiliaries



3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We will change the launch date.



We are going to change the launch date.



It will give us plenty of time.



It is going to give us plenty of time. It's going to give us plenty of time.



An extra month will help a lot.



An extra month is going to help a lot. An extra month's going to help a lot.



We will now launch it in September.



We are now going to launch it in September. We're now going to launch it in September.



'Will' - 'To be going to'



4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We are going to change the launch date.



We will change the launch date.



One month is going to make all the difference.



One month will make all the difference.



They are going to postpone the launch.



They will postpone the launch. They'll postpone the launch.



Do you think one month is going to be enough?



Do you think one month will be enough?



'Will' - 'To be going to'
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Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



[You have a meeting with your boss after talking with the German printers.] Hello, thank you for coming. You're welcome. We have a lot to discuss. I hope we can work this problem out.



2



That's right. That's right. That's right.



3 3 3



As you know, we have a problem with the instruction manual. Our German printers can't print it on time. Yes, our partners can't print it on time. Unfortunately, our printers can't print it on time.



3



Me, too!



2 2 2



We originally wanted the camera on the market by August. Maybe we could postpone the launch? Could we postpone the launch? Is it possible to change the launch date?



4



I don't really want to postpone the launch, but I think that's our only option! Unfortunately, I think we'll have to postpone the launch. Will we have to change the launch date, then? When are we going to launch it, then?



5



4 4 4



I'm afraid so. Yes.



5 5 5



We will now launch it in September. 6 6 6



A September launch will give us time to solve the problem. Yes, that gives us more time to work out the problem. That will give us a lot more time to finish the camera.



6



Do you think one month will be enough? That will give us plenty of time. One month will make all the difference! An extra month is going to help a lot.
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7



Could someone write up the minutes for this meeting? I can write up the minutes. Yes, I can write up the minutes. Sabrina, could you write up the minutes?



8



I think so. I think so. I think so.



9 9 9



I'm relieved we worked that out! Yes, we found a good compromise. A one-month delay is a good compromise. We found a good compromise.



9



Yes, of course.



8 8 8



Thank you all very much for coming. You're welcome, David! I'm glad we resolved the problem. That's O.K., I'm glad we worked it out.



Me, too! Me, too!



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to work out to postpone to change



2



to resolve to delay to alter



Match the words from the dialogue with the related words on the right. month manual compromise



date booklet agreement



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



'Will' - 'To be going to'
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Questions without interrogative words
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Grammar Practice [4 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I am going to print



I will print



he is going to launch



he will launch he'll launch



you are going to write up



you will write up you'll write up



they are going to discuss



they will discuss they'll discuss



we are going to find



we will find we'll find



I am going to work it out



I will work it out I'll work it out



she is going to postpone



she will postpone she'll postpone



'Will' - 'To be going to'
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2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I will print



I am going to print



she will come



she is going to come she's going to come



it will be



it is going to be it's going to be



they will help



they are going to help they're going to help



I will give



I am going to give I'm going to give



you will make



you are going to make you're going to make



we will work



we are going to work we're going to work



'Will' - 'To be going to'



3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Can we postpone?



Could we postpone?



Can I come?



Could I come?



Can you find it?



Could you find it?



Can she write?



Could she write?



Can they go?



Could they go?



Can he help?



Could he help?



Can we resolve it?



Could we resolve it?



Modal auxiliaries
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4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Could we postpone?



Can we postpone?



Could we discuss it?



Can we discuss it?



Could I print?



Can I print?



Could he have it?



Can he have it?



Could they work?



Can they work?



Could you go?



Can you go?



Could she change?



Can she change?



Modal auxiliaries



Mystery Phrase [2 exercises] 1



To change the launch date. to postpone



2



The notes for a meeting. minutes



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



[You have a meeting with your boss after talking with the German printers.] Hello, thank you for coming. You're welcome. We have a lot to discuss. I hope we can work this problem out.



2



That's right. That's right. That's right.



3 3 3



As you know, we have a problem with the instruction manual. Our German printers can't print it on time. Yes, our partners can't print it on time. Unfortunately, our printers can't print it on time.



3



Me, too!



2 2 2



We originally wanted the camera on the market by August. 4 4 4



Maybe we could postpone the launch? Could we postpone the launch? Is it possible to change the launch date?
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4



I don't really want to postpone the launch, but I think that's our only option! Unfortunately, I think we'll have to postpone the launch. Will we have to change the launch date, then? When are we going to launch it, then?



5



I'm afraid so. Yes.



5 5 5



We will now launch it in September. A September launch will give us time to solve the problem. Yes, that gives us more time to work out the problem. That will give us a lot more time to finish the camera.



6



Do you think one month will be enough? That will give us plenty of time. One month will make all the difference! An extra month is going to help a lot.



7



7 7 7



Yes, of course.



8 8 8



I think so. I think so. I think so.



9 9 9



I'm relieved we worked that out! Yes, we found a good compromise. A one-month delay is a good compromise. We found a good compromise.



9



Excellent! Excellent! Excellent!



Could someone write up the minutes for this meeting? I can write up the minutes. Yes, I can write up the minutes. Sabrina, could you write up the minutes?



8



6 6 6



Thank you all very much for coming. You're welcome, David! I'm glad we resolved the problem. That's O.K., I'm glad we worked it out.
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Key grammar explanations [4 grammar point(s)] 1



Expressions with 'to have'



2



Use of the past participle as an adjective



3



Irregular superlatives
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'Should' and 'ought to': advice



Keywords [18 word(s)] backup battery to be worth to crash (v.) to download (v.) floppy disk to freeze (v.) function laptop to plug in (v.) program properly to recharge (v.) to start up (v.) technical support technician to turn on (v.) upgrade



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



[You are working at home when your laptop crashes. You call technical support.] Hello, Catona Computers. This is Ed, can I help you? Yes, my laptop just crashed. My computer has crashed. There is a problem with my laptop.
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2



Can you describe the problem in more detail? 3 3 3



Yes, I was online when the computer froze. I connected to the Internet and my computer froze. I saved a document and my computer froze.



3



O.K. Have you tried restarting the computer? I've been trying that for hours. Yes, I've been trying that since it crashed. Unfortunately, I've already tried that.



4



4 4 4



Has your computer crashed before? It crashes when too many programs are open. Yes, when too many programs are open. Sometimes when I'm downloading programs.



5



5 5 5



And have all the other functions been working? Yes, all the other functions have been working fine. Everything has been working fine. The other functions have been working properly.



6



6 6 6



So, the main problem is you can't restart the computer. 7 7 7



That's right, it won't turn on. I can't turn it on. Yes, it won't start up.



7



Has the battery been recharged? 8 8 8



The battery has been recharging all night. No, but the computer is plugged in. Yes, and the computer is plugged in.
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8



How old is your laptop? 9 9 9



I've been using this laptop since 1997. My company has been using this laptop for six years. The company has had this laptop for six years.



9



Have you saved all your important documents? Yes, I saved everything on floppy disks three months ago. I've been making backups of everything since last year. Fortunately, I've saved everything I need on CDs.



10



We can send a technician, but it's expensive. Do you think it's worth it? Can a technician repair the computer? What can the technician do?



11



Probably not. Yes, but it might be very expensive. He can find out what the problem is.



11 11 11



Yes, we do. They start at $700. From $700 to $2,000.



12 12 12



It might be cheaper to buy a new laptop. Do you have any laptops on sale? How much do your new laptops cost? What's the price range for laptops?



12



10 10 10



If you order online, we will install a free DVD player. What about a memory upgrade? I'm more interested in a memory upgrade. Can I get a memory upgrade instead?



Not a problem! Not a problem! Not a problem!



Sentence Pronunciation [36 sentence(s)] Yes, my laptop just crashed. My computer has crashed. There is a problem with my laptop. Yes, I was online when the computer froze. I connected to the Internet and my computer froze. I saved a document and my computer froze. I've been trying that for hours. Yes, I've been trying that since it crashed. Unfortunately, I've already tried that.
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It crashes when too many programs are open. Yes, when too many programs are open. Sometimes when I'm downloading programs. Yes, all the other functions have been working fine. Everything has been working fine. The other functions have been working properly. That's right, it won't turn on. I can't turn it on. Yes, it won't start up. The battery has been recharging all night. No, but the computer is plugged in. Yes, and the computer is plugged in. I've been using this laptop since 1997. My company has been using this laptop for six years. The company has had this laptop for six years. Yes, I saved everything on floppy disks three months ago. I've been making backups of everything since last year. Fortunately, I've saved everything I need on CDs. Do you think it's worth it? Can a technician repair the computer? What can the technician do? Do you have any laptops on sale? How much do your new laptops cost? What's the price range for laptops? What about a memory upgrade? I'm more interested in a memory upgrade. Can I get a memory upgrade instead?



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



Construction of the present perfect continuous



2



Use of the present perfect continuous
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Grammar Practice [5 exercises] 1



Give the preterite of the following verbs. Example: to work to freeze



froze



to recharge



recharged



to crash



crashed



to restart



restarted



to download



downloaded



to plug in



plugged in



Irregular verbs



2



worked



Construction of the preterite



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I restart



I've restarted



you recharge



you've recharged you have recharged



it crashes



it's crashed it has crashed



they use



they've used they have used



she buys



she's bought she has bought



he is



he's been he has been



we have



we've had we have had



Construction of the present perfect
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3



Conjugate as in the example. Example: you recharged



you've been recharging



she bought



she's been buying she has been buying



they worked



they've been working they have been working



he installed



he's been installing he has been installing



I used



I've been using I have been using



it downloaded



it's been downloading it has been downloading



we tried



we've been trying we have been trying



Construction of the present perfect continuous



4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (for / since) 1997



since 1997



(for / since) six hours



for six hours for 6 hours



(for / since) three o'clock



since three o'clock since 3 o'clock



(for / since) 1789



since 1789



(for / since) she was at school



since she was at school



(for / since) twenty minutes



for twenty minutes for 20 minutes



(for / since) I left the company



since I left the company



'For' - 'Since' - 'Ago'
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5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (for / since) six years



for six years



(for / since) ten a.m.



since ten a.m. since 10 a.m.



(for / since) four months



for four months for 4 months



(for / since) January 1st



since January 1st since January first



(for / since) they repaired the laptop



since they repaired the laptop



(for / since) he installed the DVD player



since he installed the DVD player



(for / since) two weeks



for two weeks for 2 weeks



'For' - 'Since' - 'Ago'



Keywords [14 word(s)] tiresome to assess (v.) irate concrete flaw to intervene (v.) to lay down (v.) stakes floorboard to pacify (v.) to crop up (v.) in the same boat short circuit to lose one's temper



Video and Questions [1 exercises] Although answering the telephone all day can prove very tiresome, it remains a job of considerable importance. This switchboard operator works in the Complaints Department, where she's the main contact with dissatisfied customers. She must first try to calm them down and then assess how serious the situation is. There's no point bothering a manager for a minor problem. Today, the operator has an irate client on the phone, who finally hangs up on her. She informs her superior of what has just happened. He calls the customer back himself to try and find some concrete solutions to a network problem that's been going on for a week. The customer threatens to cancel his orders and, angrier than ever, he hangs up again. This time the problem is serious. Not only must the flaw be repaired, but the customer's confidence must also be regained. The technical support staff will have to intervene rapidly! A special meeting is organized. The technical director explains the situation and lays down the measures to be taken. The source of the error has to be found by the end of the day, and the error repaired by the end of the week.
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Even if that means working around the clock! The stakes are very high: losing such large orders would cost the company a huge amount. And that's not counting the bad publicity! It turns out to be a faulty cable. All the technicians set out to find it. But it's not that easy because it's under the floorboards. Once the cable's located, the faulty wires still have to be found. Everything will soon be back to normal. In the meantime, a sales representative tries to pacify the customer by telling him that the situation will be sorted out as soon as possible but that a last-minute problem might still crop up. Satellites, for example, sometimes break down, causing enormous problems for both user and installer. When this happens, everyone's in the same boat! Sometimes the problems are due to slight mishaps. A cup of coffee spilled near a plug can cause a short circuit! Two days later, the Managing Director receives a telephone call from the customer in question. He's satisfied that everything is working properly. He apologizes for losing his temper so quickly and admits that the technical support staff has done a lot of work. Finally he guarantees that the orders still stand. All's well that ends well!



1



Which is the most appropriate title for this video? 'Handling a Customer Complaint' 'Fixing a Technical Problem' 'Business as Usual' 'The Telecommunications Business'



2



According to the video, when a satellite breaks down... everybody suffers in the same way large clients suffer the most it is time to buy a new one it cannot be repaired



3



What adjective best describes the problem? Urgent Minor Financial Global



4



'Working around the clock' means... working day and night. working different shifts on different days. fixing a problem without looking at the time. fixing a problem without moving any clocks.



5



The relationship between the client and the company in the video can best be described as... generally good. generally poor. impossible. perfect.
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6



Who ends up fixing the problem? The technicians The switchboard operator The sales manager The accountant



7



The technical support must solve the problem quickly in order to... satisfy the customer. get an extra day off. switch off the machines. save on energy costs.



8



In the video, 'It turns out to be' can be replaced by... After checking, the result is... If you turn the machine, you can see... We think it might be... It is probably...



9



Which of the following could be called a mishap? Spilling juice on someone's shirt Hitting someone in the face Putting all one's eggs in one basket Saving money for one's vacation



Word Pronunciation [14 word(s)] tiresome to assess irate concrete flaw to intervene to lay down stakes floorboard to pacify to crop up in the same boat short circuit to lose one's temper
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